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Article Body:
The computer. The thing we all love to hate. It does so many important things for us, yet also
And when it does, you end up calling tech support where either you or the technician is bound

In this article, I am going to go over one of the most common computer problems and how to fix

Let´s start at the beginning. Booting up, that (for some of us) long process where your comput

That is exactly what a computer does as it boots up and starts the operating system. It uses t

Windows comes with tools built into the operating system that makes changes to the registry fo

For almost all software, this is not the case. You can live without his or her program running

Go to start, the little button in the lower left hand side of your computer, in most instances

Now on the tabs at the top, choose startup. You will see all the programs that startup when yo

Some things you will see that need to stay in are ˆload power profile˜, ˆscanregistry˜, ˆtaskm

You can leave those in. Now to the right you will see paths to where the programs are and most

Others like schedulers you don´t use, QuickTime or quicktask, MSN messenger, Yahoo pager, Real

The same goes for the other programs. They do not need to be running until you decide you need

Once you have unchecked all of the programs you know for sure do not need to be there, hit ˆap

After you reboot, you will get a popup that says something like, ˆOH MY GOD! You have chosen t

Go back to ˆstart˜, ˆrun˜, type msconfig again. Go back to the tab at the top that says ˆstart

I hope I have saved you at least one computer tech support call with this article. Your comput
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